Who are we?

About us

Digital Citizenship is an initiative that aims to support local communities understand and safely navigate the cyber world.

Mission

Digital Citizenship consultancy operates for digital literacy, journalism, women and girls leadership, empowerment, and civic engagement.
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2022 Overview

Marking the official coming out of the Global Lockdown, 2022 was an opportunity for Digital Citizenship to get back in touch with all the stakeholders and counterparts working for a safer internet.

We also were able to travel to young citizens across the country and provide them with some knowledge to protect themselves from online dangers.

We were extremely grateful for being part in sharing knowledge and experiences during 2022, presented in the following report. We are looking forward to pursuing our quest for a safer and inclusive digital space in 2023.
Workshops

DJ Workshop

January 15th 2022 - Nabeul & Tunis
In partnership with Beni Khalled’s Preservation Association and Mdinti, Digital citizenship have organised a music creation workshop targeting adolescent girls living in Beni Khalled and the Medina of Tunis.

Digital Safety Workshop

December 22nd, 2022 - Gafsa
Digital Safety workshop with the invitation of Maison de Jeunes el Guettar–Gafsa, tarketing teenagers in the region and animated by Leila Mnekbi
Forums & Events

Digital Safety Bootcamp

**June 18–19th 2022 – Tunis**
The DSF boot-camp is a two days course for youth (18–26 years old) who are interested in matters of Internet Governance in Tunisia. Organized by Digital Citizenship in collaboration with Salamat.

PolyGov@

**August 28th 2022 – Sousse**
PoliGov@ is a workshop that aims to deliver a training to 30 young people about the 5 indicators of digitalization in relation to the Tunisian internet governance in order to develop some recommendations as outputs.
Digital Safety Forum

**September 24th 2022 – Tunis**

Digital Safety Forum for young participants to strengthen the capacity of a strategic cohort of Tunisian youth to deepen their understanding of Internet Freedom; such as online privacy and Digital Safety preventative actions.
Forums & Events

DigiDeaf Project

September 06th 2022 – Tunis
"DigiDeaf" project implemented by Digital Citizenship and with the support of SecDev Foundation. It started with a series of awareness videos followed by multiple workshops, conferences and a report about minorities presence online.
VIP Talks

July 02nd 2022 – Tunis
"Introduction to AI" with Zied Touzani

August 12th 2022 – Tunis
"The Multi Stakeholders Model of Internet Governance" with Wafa Dahmani

August 20th 2022 – Tunis
"Online advocacy campaigns and countering hate speech and defamation campaign" with Kassem Mnejja and AlWalid Chennoufi.

August 24th 2022 – Tunis
"The role of companies in spreading digital safety" with Hayder Hamzooz
Webinars

Live Chat Part 1

**February 13th 2022 – Tunis**
Live chat about Digital Safety with adolescent girls "my experience & thoughts!" in collaboration with Amal Books

Live Chat Part 2

**February 24th 2022 – Tunis**
Live chat about Digital Safety with adolescent girls in collaboration with Amal Books & Salam@ Tunisia
Podcast

Part of the Digital Safety Forum, Digital Citizenship have launched a 5 episodes podcast hosted by Ahmed Hadhri and Oumayma Homrani to raise awareness on the issue of Cyber Crimes, with different guests in each episode.

**Episode 1**  
Podcast to talk about cybercrimes  
[Listen here](#)

**Episode 2**  
"How to be sage in the digital space?"  
[Listen here](#)

**Episode 3**  
The different types of cyber-crimes  
[Listen here](#)

**Episode 4**  
Cyber violence against women  
[Listen here](#)

**Episode 5**  
Podcast on women victims of cybercrimes and their psychological assistance  
[Listen here](#)
Conferences

Bread & Net

31/01 State of online freedom in Tunisia, SMEX
“Social Media Can Take You to Jail: State of Online Freedom in Tunisia, Lebanon, and Jordan.”

Twitter EMEA

10/02 Safer Internet Day Summit
Participation in the summit to bring the Tunisian perspective of the internet.

Whose’ Language

10/03 MozFest– Does Internet Speak your Language, Whose’ Knowledge?
Internets Languages & ways to challenge knowledge injustice online.

SecDev Regional Summit, Amman

10/09 Regional Summit, Amman
Digital Safety and Digital Violence Against Women in Jordan and MENA: Current Status and Future Aspirations”

Bread & Net

15–16/11 Bread and Net, SMEX, Beirut
unconference on How to Mitigate the Impact of New Technologies on Invisible Communities?
STATE OF THE INTERNET LANGUAGES

WHY DO WE HAVE TO WRITE IN ANOTHER LANGUAGE?

In Digital Citizenship, we were interested in supporting Whose Knowledge? in this research to reach out to African and Arab content creators and consumers to share their experiences in posting content in their own language and create more visibility and online exposure for their cultures...
https://dco-tn.org/publications

Global Study on the Impact of Counter Terrorism Measures on Civil Society and Civic Space
 Impact of counter terrorism measures on Civil Society
 Civil society workshop outcome

Engaging Affected Stakeholders: The Emerging Duties of Board Members
 Report
Our Partners
Contact us

https://dco-tn.org
contact@dco-tn.org
Manar, Tunis–Tunisia